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1 Introduction
®

™

This technical report provides an insight into the NetApp MetroCluster solution for VMware vSphere 6.0
or later. It provides advanced details for implementing NetApp’s business continuity and disaster recovery
solution, MetroCluster, with VMware’s industry-leading virtual infrastructure solution, vSphere. Common
production-specific use cases are included to provide a deep dive into the implementation procedures.
Unless otherwise stated, all references to MetroCluster in this document refer to MetroCluster in the
®
NetApp Data ONTAP 8.3 operating system, which is a release for clustered Data ONTAP only.

1.1

Intended Audience

This document is intended for:


Customers and partners looking to implement a continuous-availability solution for their virtual
infrastructure consisting of VMware vSphere 6.0 or later and NetApp FAS storage



End users and managers interested in continuous-availability solutions in a production or
development or test environment

1.2

Scope

The purpose of this report is to provide:


An end-to-end architecture overview of the continuous-availability solution for virtual infrastructures



A detailed design and implementation guide and configuration best practices



A high-level overview of architectural use cases with expected behaviors

The scope of this document is limited to the following:


This report does not replace any official manuals or documents from NetApp and VMware on the
products used in the solution or those from any other switch vendors referenced in this report.



This report does not discuss any performance impact or analysis from an end-user perspective during
a disaster.



This report does not replace NetApp and VMware professional services documents or services.



This report does not discuss a regional (long-distance) disaster recovery solution. If you are looking
for a regional disaster recovery solution in addition to the high-availability option discussed in this
paper, contact your NetApp representative for further assistance.

1.3

Assumptions and Prerequisites

This document assumes familiarity with the following:




Basic knowledge of VMware‘s virtualization technologies and products:


VMware vCenter 6.0 or later



VMware vSphere 6.0 or later

Basic knowledge of NetApp storage systems and the NetApp clustered Data ONTAP operating
system

2 Background
2.1

Business Challenge

Ever-evolving business challenges and exponential growth put continuous pressure on availability and
business continuity. As more business-critical solutions are hosted in virtualized data centers, there is
increased emphasis on improving the robustness of the infrastructure. Such an improvement enables
4
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businesses to reap the economic and operational benefits of virtualization without compromising on
availability or quality of service. Planning a robust high-availability infrastructure solution for virtual data
center environments hosting mission-critical applications is of the utmost importance.

2.2

Continuous-Availability Solutions for vSphere Environments

An efficient HA virtualized infrastructure is an easy-to-deploy and -manage solution that provides high
standards of resiliency without compromising on either performance or cost effectiveness. VMware, with
its high-availability and fault-tolerant features, provides uniform failover protection against hardware and
software failures within a virtualized IT environment.
Combining VMware high availability and fault tolerance with NetApp MetroCluster technologies offers a
great value proposition for business-critical applications. The combination provides architecturally simple
and highly robust continuous availability for both planned and unplanned downtimes in virtual data center
environments.

3 What Is vSphere Metro Storage Cluster?
A VMware vSphere Metro Storage Cluster (vMSC) configuration is a VMware vSphere–certified solution
that combines synchronous replication with array-based clustering. This solution is implemented with the
goal of reaping the same benefits that high-availability clusters provide to a local site, but in a
geographically dispersed model with two data centers in different locations. At its core, a VMware vMSC
infrastructure is a stretched cluster. The architecture is built on the idea of extending what is defined as
“local” in terms of network and storage. This enables these subsystems to span geographies, presenting
a single and common base infrastructure set of resources to the vSphere cluster at both sites. In
essence, it stretches network and storage between sites.
A storage device configured in the vMSC configuration is supported after successful vMSC certification.
All supported storage devices are listed on the VMware Storage Compatibility Guide.
For more information on the design guidelines for vSphere Metro Storage Cluster, refer to the following
documentation.


vSphere 5.x Support with NetApp MetroCluster



VMware vSphere Metro Storage Cluster - Case Study

4 Introduction to NetApp MetroCluster
NetApp MetroCluster is a highly cost-effective, synchronous replication solution for combining high
availability and disaster recovery in a campus or metropolitan area to protect against both site disasters
and hardware outages. NetApp MetroCluster provides automatic recovery for any single storage
component failure and highly efficient single-command recovery in case of major site disasters. It
provides solutions with zero data loss and recovery within minutes rather than hours, and, hence,
improved RPO and RTO.
NetApp MetroCluster software provides continuous data availability across geographically separated data
centers for mission-critical applications. MetroCluster high-availability and disaster recovery software runs
on the clustered Data ONTAP OS starting with Data ONTAP 8.3.0.
MetroCluster software maintains the availability of the storage infrastructure and provides the following
key benefits:


Transparent recovery from failures:


5
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Combines array-based clustering with synchronous mirroring to deliver zero data loss:


It enables a recovery point objective (RPO), which is the maximum amount of acceptable data
loss, of zero.



It enables a recovery time objective (RTO), which is the maximum acceptable time period
required to make the storage and associated data available in a correct operational state after an
outage, of 120 seconds or less.

Reduced administrative overhead:


After a one-time setup, subsequent changes on one cluster are automatically replicated on the
second cluster.



Ongoing management and administration are almost identical to a clustered Data ONTAP
®
environment using NetApp OnCommand System Manager, OnCommand Unified Manager, and
OnCommand Workflow Automation.



Zero (or minimal) changes are required to applications, hosts, and clients. MetroCluster is
designed to be transparent and agnostic to any front-end application environment. Connection
paths are identical before and after switchover, so that most applications, hosts, and clients (NFS
and SAN) do not need to reconnect or rediscover their storage but automatically resume. Note
that SMB applications need to reconnect after a switchover or switchback.

Exploits the full power of clustered Data ONTAP including:


Multiprotocol support for a wide range of SAN and NAS client/host protocols



Nondisruptive operations for technology refresh, capacity, and performance management



Quality of service (QoS)



Data deduplication and compression that work in both SAN and NAS environments



Data replication integrated with enterprise applications

Lower cost:




MetroCluster extends business continuity and continuous availability beyond the data center to a
second data center. MetroCluster offers automatic local takeover and manual remote switchover.

MetroCluster software lowers your acquisition costs and the cost of ownership due to an easy-tomanage architecture. The MetroCluster software capability is integrated directly into Data
ONTAP, and does not require an additional license to be purchased or installed.

Simplified disaster recovery:


During a total site-loss event, services can be restored at the disaster recovery site with a single
command in a couple of minutes—no complex failover scripts or procedures are required.
Additionally, you can use NetApp MetroCluster Tiebreaker software to fully automate
MetroCluster’s monitoring and switchover activities.

For detailed information on MetroCluster for Data ONTAP version 8.3, refer to
http://www.netapp.com/us/media/tr-4375.pdf.

4.1

Architecture and Supported Configurations

NetApp MetroCluster is designed for organizations that require continuous protection for their storage
infrastructure and mission-critical business applications. By synchronously replicating data between
NetApp FAS systems running clustered Data ONTAP separated by distance, MetroCluster provides a
zero-touch continuous-availability solution that guards against faults inside and outside the array. Third™
party storage is also supported with NetApp FlexArray software.

6
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Figure 1) High-level topology diagram of vSphere Stretched Cluster on NetApp MetroCluster.

Standard MetroCluster Configuration
MetroCluster configurations protect data by using two physically separated mirrored clusters, separated
by a distance of up to 200km. Each cluster synchronously mirrors the data and storage virtual machine
(SVM) configuration of the other. When a disaster occurs at one site, an administrator can activate the
mirrored SVM(s) and begin serving the mirrored data from the surviving site. In Data ONTAP 8.3.0,
MetroCluster consists of a two-node HA pair at each site, allowing the majority of planned and unplanned
events to be handled by a simple failover and giveback within the local cluster. Only in the event of a
disaster (or for testing purposes) is a full switchover to the other site required. Switchover and the
corresponding switchback operations transfer the entire clustered workload—all SVMs of the affected
cluster—between the sites.
Figure 2 shows the basic MetroCluster configuration. There are two data centers, A and B, separated at a
distance up to 200km with ISLs running over dedicated fiber links. Each site has a cluster in place,
consisting of two nodes in an HA pair. The two clusters and sites are connected through two separate
networks that provide the replication transport. The cluster peering network is an IP network used to
replicate cluster configuration information between the sites. The shared storage fabric is an FC
connection and is used for storage and NVRAM synchronous replication between the two clusters. All
storage is visible to all controllers through the shared storage fabric.

7
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Note:

The following illustration shows a simplified view of the MetroCluster configuration. For some
connections, a single line represents multiple redundant connections between the components.
Data and management network connections are not shown.

Figure 2) Illustration of a MetroCluster configuration.

Local HA and DR Relationships
The four-node architecture provides both local HA failover and remote disaster recovery (DR) switchover.
Each node has an HA partner in the same local cluster and a DR partner in the remote cluster, as shown
in Figure 3. A1 and A2 are HA partners, as are B1 and B2. Node A1 and B1 are DR partners, as are A2
and B2. NVRAM is replicated to both the HA and DR partners.
Note:
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In an HA failover, one of the nodes in the HA pair temporarily takes over the storage and services of its
HA partner. For example, node A2 takes over the resources of node A1. Takeover is enabled by mirrored
NVRAM and multipathed storage between the two nodes. Failover can be planned, for example, to
perform a nondisruptive Data ONTAP upgrade; or unplanned, such as with a panic or hardware failure.
Giveback is the reverse process: The failed node resumes its resources from the node that took over.
Failover is always to the local HA partner, and either node can fail over to the other.
Figure 3) MetroCluster switchover from cluster A to cluster B.

The Cluster Peering Network (CRS)
The two clusters in the MetroCluster configuration are peered through a customer-provided cluster
peering network. Cluster peering supports the synchronous mirroring of storage virtual machine (SVM,
formerly known as Vserver) configuration between the sites. No user data is replicated across this
network—only the configuration metadata. Intercluster LIFs must be configured on each node in the
MetroCluster configuration, and the clusters must be configured for peering. The ports with the
intercluster LIFs are connected to the customer-provided cluster peering network. Replication of SVM
configuration is carried out over this network through the Configuration Replication Service (CRS).

Replication of SVMs and Switchover
SVM mirroring provides redundant data server configuration and mirroring of data volumes that belong to
the SVM. If a switchover occurs, the source SVM is brought down and the destination SVM, located on
the surviving cluster, becomes active.
The following example shows the SVMs for a MetroCluster configuration, where SVMA is an SVM on the
source site and SVMA-mc is a sync-destination on the disaster recovery site (MetroCluster appends -mc
to the name of the destination SVMs).
SVMA serves data on cluster A. It is a sync-source SVM that replicates the SVM configuration (LIFs,
protocols, and services) and data in volumes belonging to the SVM. The configuration and data are
replicated to SVMA-mc, the sync-destination SVM located on cluster B. SVMA-mc is stopped during
normal, healthy operation of the MetroCluster configuration.

9
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SVMB serves data on cluster B. It is a sync-source SVM that replicates configuration and data to SVMBmc located on cluster A. SVMB-mc is a sync-destination that is stopped during normal, healthy operation
of the MetroCluster configuration.
In a successful switchover from cluster B to cluster A, SVMB is stopped and SVMB-mc is activated and
begins serving data from cluster A.
Figure 4) Illustration of SVMs replicating between site A and site B.

4.2

MetroCluster Hardware and Software

MetroCluster is a combined hardware and software solution. Specific hardware is required to create the
shared storage fabric and intersite links. Consult the NetApp Interoperability Matrix for supported
hardware. On the software side, MetroCluster is completely integrated into Data ONTAP—no separate
tools or interfaces are required. Once the MetroCluster relationships have been established, data and
configuration are automatically continuously replicated between the sites, so manual effort is not required
to establish replication of newly provisioned workloads. This not only simplifies the administrative effort
required, but it also eliminates the possibility of forgetting to replicate critical workloads.

MetroCluster Components
A MetroCluster configuration includes the hardware components listed in Table 1.
10
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Table 1) MetroCluster hardware components.

Component

Description

Two Data ONTAP clusters, four
storage controllers

One cluster is installed at each MetroCluster site. All controllers in
both clusters must be the same FAS model, both within the HA pair
and across both sites. Each controller requires a 16GB FCVI card
(two ports, one connection to each local switch) and four FC initiators
(8GB or 16GB—two connections to each local switch).

Four Fibre Channel switches
(supported Brocade or Cisco
models)

The four switches are configured as two independent fabrics with
dedicated ISLs between the sites for redundancy. A minimum of one
ISL per fabric is required, and up to four ISLs per fabric are supported.

Two FC-to-SAS bridges (ATTO
6500N FibreBridges) per storage
stack, except if FlexArray LUNs are
used

The bridges connect the SAS shelves to the local FC switches and
bridge the protocol from the SAS to FC, because only SAS shelves
are supported.
The bridges are not used for array LUNs configured with FlexArray—
array LUNs connect directly to the switch.

Minimum four SAS disk shelves per
site (or equivalent array LUNs
attached through FlexArray)

The storage configuration must be identical at each site. NetApp
strongly recommends having four shelves at each site for
performance, capacity, and to allow disk ownership on a per-shelf
basis. A minimum of two shelves at each site is supported, but
NetApp does not recommend having this.
All nodes in the MetroCluster system must have visibility to all
storage. All aggregates in both clusters must be created on storage
visible to both clusters, including all cluster root aggregates.

MetroCluster Tiebreaker Software
The MetroCluster configuration itself does not detect and initiate a switchover after site failure. It is not
possible to rely on each site monitoring the other for site failure because a lack of response from one
cluster to the other could be because of a genuine site failure or because all the intersite links failed. If all
the links fail, the MetroCluster configuration continues to operate, providing local I/O but without any
remote synchronization. Once at least one intersite link is restored, replication automatically resumes and
catches up with any changes that occurred in the interim. An automatic switchover is not desirable in this
scenario because each cluster thinks that the other failed and both might try to perform the switchover,
leading to what is known as a “split-brain” scenario.
The need for switchover, then, can be either human determined or application led. NetApp provides a
fully supported capability, known as MetroCluster Tiebreaker software, that is installed at a third site with
independent connections to each of the two clusters. The purpose of Tiebreaker software is to monitor
and detect individual site failure and intersite link failure. Tiebreaker software can raise an SNMP alert in
the event of a site disaster. It operates in observer mode and detects and sends an alert if a disaster
requiring switchover occurs. The switchover then can be issued manually by the administrator. Optionally,
through a program variation request, Tiebreaker software can be configured to automatically issue the
switchover-on-disaster command.
Tiebreaker software monitors relevant objects at the node, HA pair, and cluster level to create an
aggregated logical view of a site’s availability. It utilizes a variety of direct and indirect checks on the
cluster hardware and links to update its state depending on whether it detected an HA takeover event, a
site failure, or failure of all intersite links. A direct link is through SSH to a node’s management LIF—
failure of all direct links to a cluster indicates a site failure—characterized by the cluster stopping the
serving of all data (all SVMs are down). An indirect link determines whether a cluster can reach its peer
by any of the intersite (FC-VI) links or intercluster LIFs. If the indirect links between clusters fail while the
direct links to the nodes succeed, this indicates that the intersite links are down and the clusters are
isolated from each other. MetroCluster continues operating in this scenario.
11
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Figure 5) Illustration of the MetroCluster Tiebreaker software operation.

5 VMware vSphere 6 Solution Overview
VMware vCenter is a centralized management tool for ESXi clusters that helps administrators perform
core functions such as VM provisioning, vMotion operation, high availability (HA), Distributed Resource
Scheduler (DRS), and so on. It also plays a vital role in VMware cloud environments and should be
designed considering service availability.

5.1

vSphere High Availability

VMware cluster technology groups VMware ESXi server hosts into a pool of shared resources for virtual
machines and provides the VMware HA feature. VMware high availability (HA) provides easy-to-use high
availability for applications running in virtual machines. When the HA feature is enabled on the cluster,
each ESXi server maintains communication with other hosts. Then, if any ESXi host becomes
unresponsive or isolated, the HA cluster can negotiate the recovery of the virtual machines that were
running on that ESXi host among surviving hosts in the cluster. In the case of operating system failure,
VMware HA restarts the affected virtual machine on the same physical server. vSphere HA makes it
possible to reduce planned downtime, prevent unplanned downtime, and rapidly recover from outages.

12
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Figure 6) vSphere HA cluster recovering VMs from failed server.

It’s important to understand that VMware vSphere has no knowledge of NetApp MetroCluster and sees all
ESXi hosts in the vSphere cluster as eligible hosts for HA cluster operations.

Host Failure Detection
As soon as the HA cluster is created, all hosts in the cluster participate in election, and one of the hosts
becomes a master. Each slave performs network heartbeat to the master, and the master in turn performs
network heartbeat on all of the slaves. The master host of a vSphere HA cluster is responsible for
detecting the failure of slave hosts.
Depending on the type of failure detected, the virtual machines running on the hosts might need to be
failed over.
In a vSphere HA cluster, three types of host failure are detected:


Failure—A host stops functioning.



Isolation—A host becomes network isolated.



Partition—A host loses network connectivity with the master host.

The master host monitors the slave hosts in the cluster. This communication is done through the
exchange of network heartbeats every second. When the master host stops receiving these heartbeats
from a slave host, it checks for host liveness before declaring the host to have failed. The liveness check
that the master host performs is to determine whether the slave host is exchanging heartbeats with one of
the datastores. Also, the master host checks whether the host responds to ICMP pings sent to its
management IP addresses to detect whether it is merely isolated from its master node or completely
isolated from the network. It does this by pinging the default gateway. One or more isolation addresses
can be specified manually to enhance the reliability of isolation validation.
Best Practice
NetApp recommends specifying a minimum of two additional isolation addresses and that each of
these addresses be site local. This will enhance the reliability of isolation validation.

13
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Host Isolation Response
Isolation Response is a setting in vSphere HA that determines the action triggered on virtual machines
when a host in a vSphere HA cluster loses its management network connections but continues to run.
There are three options for this setting: Disabled, Shut Down and Restart VMs, and Power Off and
Restart VMs.
Note:

Shut Down is better than Power Off, which does not flush most recent changes to disk or commit
transactions. If virtual machines have not shut down in 300 seconds they are powered off. To
change the wait time, use the advanced option das.isolationshutdowntimeout.

Before HA initiates the isolation response, it first checks to see if the vSphere HA master agent owns the
datastore that contains the VM config files. If it doesn’t, then the host does not trigger the isolation
response, because there is no master to restart the VMs. The host periodically checks the datastore state
to determine if it is claimed by a vSphere HA agent that holds the master role.
Best Practice
NetApp recommends setting the Host Isolation Response to Disabled.
A split-brain condition can occur if a host becomes isolated or partitioned from the vSphere HA master
host and the master is unable to communicate through heartbeat datastores or by ping. The master
declares the isolated host dead and restarts the VMs on other hosts in the cluster. A split-brain condition
then exists because there are two instances of the virtual machine running, only one of which can read or
write the virtual disks. Split-brain conditions can be avoided by configuring VM Component Protection
(VMCP).

VM Component Protection
One of the feature enhancements in vSphere 6, relevant to HA, is VMCP. VMCP provides enhanced
protection from All Paths Down (APD) and Permanent Device Loss (PDL) conditions for block (FC, iSCSI,
FCoE) and file storage (NFS).

Permanent Device Loss (PDL)
PDL is a condition that occurs when a storage device permanently fails or is administratively removed
and is not expected to return. The NetApp storage array issues a SCSI Sense code to ESXi declaring that
the device is permanently lost. In the Failure Conditions and VM Response section of vSphere HA, you
can configure what the response should be after a PDL condition is detected.
Best Practice
NetApp recommends setting the Response for Datastore with PDL to Power Off and Restart VMs.
When this condition is detected a VM is restarted instantly on a healthy host within the vSphere HA
cluster.

All Paths Down (APD)
APD is a condition that occurs when a storage device becomes inaccessible to the host and no paths to
the array are available. ESXi considers this a temporary problem with the device and expects it to
become available again.
When an APD condition is detected, a timer is started. After 140 seconds, the APD condition is officially
declared and the device is marked as APD time out. When the 140 seconds have passed, HA starts
counting, with the number of minutes specified in the Delay for VM Failover APD. When the specified time
has passed, HA restarts the impacted virtual machines. You can configure VMCP to respond differently
(Disabled, Issue Events, or Power Off and Restart VMs).

14
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Best Practice
NetApp recommends configuring the Response for Datastore with APD to Power Off and Restart VMs
(Conservative).
Conservative refers to the likelihood that HA can restart VMs. When set to Conservative, HA only restarts
the VM that is impacted by the APD if it knows another host can restart it. In the case of Aggressive, HA
tries to restart the VM even if it doesn’t know the state of the other hosts. This can result in VMs not being
restarted if there is no host with access to the datastore on which it is located.
If the APD status is resolved and access to the storage is restored before the timeout passes, HA will not
unnecessarily restart the virtual machine unless you explicitly configure it to do so. If a response is
desired even when the environment has recovered from the APD condition, then Response for APD
Recovery After APD Timeout should be configured to Reset VMs.
Best Practice
NetApp recommends configuring Response for APD Recovery After APD Timeout to Disabled.

5.2

VMware DRS Implementation for NetApp MetroCluster

VMware DRS is a feature that aggregates the host resources in a cluster and is primarily used to load
balance within a cluster in a virtual infrastructure. VMware DRS primarily calculates the CPU and memory
resources to perform load balancing in a cluster. Because vSphere is unaware of stretched clustering, it
considers all hosts in both sites when load balancing. To avoid cross-site traffic, NetApp recommends
configuring DRS affinity rules to manage a logical separation of VMs. This ensures that unless there is a
complete site failure, HA and DRS use only local hosts.
If you create a DRS affinity rule for your cluster, you can specify how vSphere applies that rule during a
virtual machine failover.
There are two types of rules you can specify for vSphere HA failover behavior:


VM anti-affinity rules force specified virtual machines to remain apart during failover actions.



VM host affinity rules place specified virtual machines on a particular host or a member of a defined
group of hosts during failover actions.
Using VM host affinity rules in VMware DRS, one can have a logical separation between site A and site
B. Then the VM runs on the host at the same site as the array that is configured as the primary read/write
controller for a given datastore. Also, VM host affinity rules enable virtual machines to stay local to the
storage, which in turn ascertains the virtual machine connection in case of network failures between the
sites.

15
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Figure 7) VM host groups and affinity rules.

Best Practice
NetApp recommends implementing “should” rules instead of “must” rules because “must” rules are
violated by vSphere HA in the case of a failure. Using “must” rules could potentially lead to service
outages.
Availability of services should always prevail over performance. In a scenario in which a full data center
fails, “must” rules must choose hosts from the VM host affinity group. When the data center is
unavailable, the virtual machines do not restart.

5.3

VMware Storage DRS Implementation with NetApp MetroCluster

The VMware Storage DRS feature enables aggregation of datastores into a single unit and balances
virtual machine disks when storage I/O control thresholds are exceeded.
Storage I/O control is enabled by default on Storage DRS–enabled DRS clusters. Storage I/O control
allows an administrator to control the amount of storage I/O that is allocated to virtual machines during
periods of I/O congestion. This enables more important virtual machines to have preference over less
important virtual machines for I/O resource allocation.
Storage DRS uses Storage vMotion to migrate the virtual machines to different datastores within a
datastore cluster. In a NetApp MetroCluster environment, a virtual machine migration needs to be
controlled within the datastores of that site. For example, virtual machine A, running on a host at site A,
should ideally migrate within the datastores of the SVM at site A. If it fails to do so, the virtual machine
continues to operate but with degraded performance, because the virtual disk read/write is from site B
through intersite links.

16
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Best Practice
NetApp recommends creating datastore clusters with respect to storage site affinity; that is, datastores
with site affinity for site A should not be mixed with datastore clusters with datastores with site affinity
for site B.
Whenever a virtual machine is newly provisioned or migrated using Storage vMotion, NetApp
recommends that all the VMware DRS rules specific to those virtual machines be manually updated
accordingly. This ascertains the virtual machine affinity at site level for both host and datastore and
thus reduces the network and storage overhead.

6 Design and Implementation Guidelines
6.1

NetApp Storage Configuration

Setup instructions for MetroCluster are available in two product manuals. The MetroCluster Installation
and Configuration Guide provides worksheets and detailed instructions to configure your MetroCluster
components. Follow the procedures closely and, as a best practice, use the same naming conventions
and port assignments as contained in TR-4375, “MetroCluster for Data ONTAP Version 8.3 Overview and
Best Practices.” The MetroCluster Installation Express Guide can be used if the hardware is shipped
configured from the factory with Brocade FC switches and NetApp native storage only (no array
LUNs/FlexArray virtualization). The Express Guide contains minimal background information and options.
When in doubt, use the MetroCluster Installation and Configuration Guide.
After the configuration of MetroCluster, ongoing administration is almost identical to a non MetroCluster
clustered Data ONTAP environment. Configure SVMs (using CLI, System Manager, or WFA, for instance)
with the required protocols and create the LIFS, volumes, and LUNs required on the cluster that will run
these services in normal operation. MetroCluster automatically replicates these objects to the other
cluster over the cluster peering network.

Summary of Installation and Setup Procedure
The MetroCluster Installation and Configuration Guide provides worksheets and instructions to configure
your MetroCluster components.
For reference, here is a summary of the key setup and configuration steps. The precise tasks required
depend on whether the system was factory configured before shipment and whether existing equipment
is being redeployed (for example, in a transition scenario). Consult the documentation for detailed
procedures.
1. Rack the hardware and install and connect interdevice and intersite cabling (ISLs and cluster peering
connections). This includes the clustered Data ONTAP nodes (FAS or FlexArray controllers, cluster
management switch, and cluster interconnect switch, if used), SAS disk shelves, FC switches, and
FibreBridges (FibreBridges are not used in FlexArray configurations).
2. Configure the FC switches. These might have been configured at the factory. If not, NetApp
recommends using the configuration files from the NetApp Support site. Configuration files are
available for the switches supported in MetroCluster. If manual configuration is required, follow the
steps in the MetroCluster Installation and Configuration Guide.
3. In maintenance mode:
a. Verify disk ownership. Storage received from the factory should have preassigned disk
ownership; however, if the assignment is not correct, this can be done manually before creating
the clusters. Refer to the MetroCluster Installation and Configuration Guide for a planning
worksheet for disk assignment. Each node requires a local pool (pool0, located at the same site
as the node) and a remote pool (pool1, located at the other site), with disks owned by that node.
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b. Verify that the controller and chassis components are set to mcc. This ensures that NVRAM is
correctly partitioned for replication.
4. In normal mode:
a. Set up the cluster on each site using System Setup or the CLI Cluster Setup wizard.
b. Create intercluster LIFs and peer the two clusters. Intercluster LIFs can be on dedicated ports or
on shared data ports.
c.

Mirror the root aggregates.

d. Create a mirrored data aggregate on each node. A minimum of two data aggregates is required in
each cluster that will host the metadata volumes (MDVs). The aggregate created before initial
setup can be used for data (volumes and LUNs)—MDVs do not need a dedicated aggregate.
e. Install any additional Data ONTAP feature licenses required. Licenses must be symmetrical on
both clusters to achieve correct postswitchover behavior.
f.

Initialize MetroCluster from one of the nodes using the command metrocluster configure
–node-name <node-initiating-the-command>.

g. Configure health monitoring by adding the switches and FibreBridges. Health monitoring
automatically feeds into OnCommand Unified Manager.
h. Verify the MetroCluster configuration with the metrocluster check run command. Follow
the additional verification steps in the MetroCluster Installation and Configuration Guide.
5. Install OnCommand Unified Manager if it is not already available in the environment. Add the
MetroCluster clusters to the managed storage systems.
6. Run Config Advisor against the configuration. Check and correct any errors found.
7. The configuration is now ready for testing. Follow the steps in the MetroCluster Installation and
Configuration Guide on checking HA takeover and site switchover, healing, and giveback.

6.2

VMware vSphere HA for NetApp MetroCluster

Create a vSphere HA Cluster
Creating a vSphere HA cluster is a multistep process. You must first create an empty cluster and then,
using the vSphere web client, you must add hosts and specify the cluster’s vSphere HA settings.
To configure an HA cluster, complete the following steps:
1. Connect to vCenter using the vSphere web client.
2. In Hosts and Clusters, browse to the data center in which you want to create your HA cluster.
3. Right-click the data center object and select New Cluster.
4. Under DRS, select the Turn ON option and set the automation level to Manual.
5. Under vSphere HA, select the Turn ON option.
6. Under Host Monitoring, select the Enable Host Monitoring option.
7. Under Admission Control, select the Enable Admission Control option.
8. Under VM Monitoring, select the VM Monitoring Only option or the VM and Application Monitoring
option.
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Configure vSphere HA Cluster
To configure HA settings in an existing cluster, complete the following steps:
1. Connect to vCenter using the vSphere web client.
2. Under Hosts and Clusters, right-click the existing cluster and select Settings. On the top right of the
screen, click Edit.
3. Verify that the Turn On vSphere HA option is selected.
4. Verify that the Host Monitoring option is selected.
5. To enable VM Component Protection, select the Protect Against Storage Connectivity Loss option.

Configure Virtual Machine Monitoring
The following settings determine how virtual machines respond under various failure scenarios.
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Figure 8) Failure conditions and VM response.

To configure virtual machine monitoring, complete the following steps:
1. In the Virtual Machine Monitoring drop-down list, select VM Monitoring Only.
2. Under Failure Conditions and VM Response, select the following:
Failure

Response

Host failure

Restart VMs

Host isolation

Disabled

Datastore with Permanent Device Loss (PDL)

Power off and restart VMs

Datastore with All Paths Down (APD)

Power off and restart VMs

Guest not heartbeating

Reset VMs

VM restart policy

Determined by the importance of the VM

Response for host isolation

Shut down and restart VMs

Response for datastore with PDL

Power off and restart VMs

Response for datastore with APD

Power off and restart VMs (conservative)

Delay for VM failover for APD

3 minutes

Response for APD recovery with APD timeout

Disabled

VM monitoring sensitivity

Preset high

Configure Admission Control
Admission control is a policy used by vSphere HA to ensure failover compute capacity within a cluster.
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Best Practice
Because having continuous availability is the primary reason for using NetApp MetroCluster, NetApp
recommends setting the admission control policy to reserve 50% of your cluster resources.
To configure admission control, complete the following steps:
1. Select the Define Failover Capacity by Reserving a Percentage of the Cluster Resources option.

Configure Datastores for Heartbeating
vSphere HA uses datastores to monitor hosts and virtual machines when the management network has
failed. You can configure how vCenter selects heartbeat datastores. To configure datastores for
heartbeating, complete the following steps:
1. In the Datastore Heartbeating section, select Use Datastores from the Specified List and Complement
Automatically If Needed.
2. Select the datastores that you want vCenter to use from both sites and press OK.

Configure Advanced Options
Host Failure Detection
Isolation events occur when hosts within an HA cluster lose connectivity to either the network or other
hosts in the cluster. By default, vSphere HA uses the default gateway for its management network as the
default isolation address. However, you can specify additional isolation addresses for the host to ping to
determine whether an isolation response should be triggered. To configure host failure detection,
complete the following steps:
1. This step is optional. Select the Advanced Options settings and click Add.
2. Add the parameter das.isolationaddress0 in the Option field.
3. Add the IP address in the Value field. You can configure up to 10 addresses (0–9).
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Best Practice
NetApp recommends specifying a minimum of two additional isolation addresses and that each of these
addresses be site local. This will enhance the reliability of isolation validation.

6.3

VMware DRS Affinity for NetApp MetroCluster

In this section, we create DRS groups for VMs and hosts for each site or cluster in the MetroCluster
environment. Then we configure VM and host rules to align VM host affinity with local storage resources.
For example, site A VMs belong to VM group sitea_vms and site A hosts belong to host group
sitea_hosts. Next, in VM and host rules we state that sitea_vms should run on hosts in
sitea_hosts.
Best Practice
NetApp highly recommends the specification Should Run on Hosts in Group rather than the
specification Must Run on Hosts in Group. In the event of a site A host failure, the VMs of site A need
to be restarted on hosts at site B through vSphere HA, but the latter specification does not allow HA to
restart VMs on site B because it’s a hard rule. The former specification is a soft rule and is violated in
the event of HA, thus enabling availability rather than performance.
Note: You can create an event-based alarm that is triggered when a virtual machine violates a VM-host
affinity rule. In the vSphere client, add a new alarm for the virtual machine and select “VM Is Violating VMHost Affinity Rule” as the event trigger. For more information about creating and editing alarms, refer to
vSphere Monitoring and Performance documentation.

Create DRS Host Groups
To create DRS host groups specific to site A and site B, complete the following steps:
1. In the vSphere web client, right-click the cluster in the inventory and select Settings.
2. Click VM/Host Groups.
3. Click Add.
4. Type the name for the group (for instance, sitea_hosts).
5. From the Type menu, select Host Group.
6. Click Add and select the desired hosts from site A. Then click OK.
7. Repeat these steps to add another host group for site B.
8. Click OK.
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Create DRS VM Groups
To create DRS VM groups specific to site A and site B, complete the following steps:
1. In the vSphere web client, right-click the cluster in the inventory and select Settings.
2. Click VM/Host Groups.
3. Click Add.
4. Type the name for the group (for instance, sitea_vms).
5. From the Type menu, select VM Group.
6. Click Add and select the desired VMs from site A. Then click OK.
7. Repeat these steps to add another host group for site B.
8. Click OK.

Create VM/Host Rules
To create DRS affinity rules specific to site A and site B, complete the following steps:
1. In the vSphere web client, right-click the cluster in the inventory and select Settings.
2. Click VM/Host Rules.
3. Click Add.
4. Type the name for the rule (for instance, sitea_affinity).
5. Verify that the Enable Rule option is checked.
6. From the Type menu, select Virtual Machines to Hosts.
7. Select the VM group (for instance, sitea_vms).
8. Select the Host group (for instance, sitea_hosts).
9. Repeat these steps to add another VM/Host Rule for site B.
10. Click OK.
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6.4

VMware vSphere Storage DRS for NetApp MetroCluster

Create Datastore Clusters
To configure a datastore cluster for each site, complete the following steps:
1. Using the vSphere web client, browse to the data center where the HA cluster resides under Storage.
2. Right-click the data center object and select Storage > New Datastore Cluster.
3. Select the Turn ON Storage DRS option and click Next.
4. Set all options to No Automation (Manual Mode) and click Next.
Best Practice
NetApp recommends that Storage DRS be configured in manual mode so that the administrator gets to
decide and control when migrations need to happen.

5. Verify that the Enable I/O Metric for SDRS Recommendations checkbox is checked; metric settings
can be left with default values.

6. Select the HA cluster and click Next.
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7. Select the datastores belonging to site A and click Next.

8. Review options and click Finish.
9. Repeat these steps to create the site B datastore cluster and verify that only datastores of site B are
selected.

6.5

vCenter Server Availability

When designing an HA architecture for your vCenter server environment, there are two options.

Option 1: Use a vSphere High-Availability Cluster and Watchdog
In this option, vCenter is installed on a virtual machine as part of an HA cluster. If you use a vCenter
server appliance, you must use this option instead of an MSCS cluster. Upon host failure, the vCenter
virtual machine is restarted on the surviving ESXi host in the HA cluster. In this HA solution, the vCenter
virtual machine services are disrupted because the virtual machine is restarted.
Go to pubs.vmware.com for recommendations for protecting your vCenter Server.

Option 2: Roll Out Your Own Clustering Configuration
Another way to design the vCenter Server is to place it in a physical cluster using a third-party clustering
solution at each site. If the storage that houses the vCenter cluster instance is at the failed site, it is
necessary to perform a MetroCluster switchover.
For details on Microsoft Cluster Service (MSCS), refer to VMware KB.
For details on Oracle RAC, refer to Oracle Databases on VMware RAC Deployment Guide.

7 Resiliency for Planned and Unplanned Events
NetApp MetroCluster enhances the HA and nondisruptive operations of NetApp hardware and clustered
Data ONTAP software, providing sitewide protection for the entire storage environment. Whether your
application environment is composed of standalone servers, high-availability server clusters, or virtualized
servers, MetroCluster seamlessly maintains storage availability in the event of a total outage that results
from loss of power, cooling, or network connectivity; storage array shutdown; or operational error.
MetroCluster provides three basic methods for data continuity in the event of planned or unplanned
events:


Redundant components for protection against single component failure



Local HA takeover for events affecting a single controller



Complete site switchover—rapid resumption of service by moving storage and client access from the
source cluster to the destination cluster

As seen earlier, key components of the MetroCluster infrastructure are redundant. There are:
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Two FibreBridges per stack



Two switch fabrics



Two FC-VI connections per node



Two FC initiators per node per fabric



Multiple ISL links per fabric

This means that operations continue seamlessly in the event of a single component failure and return
automatically to redundant operation when the failed component is replaced.
HA takeover and giveback functionality is inherent in all Data ONTAP clusters apart from single-node
clusters. Controllers are organized in HA pairs in which each of the two nodes is locally attached to the
storage. Takeover is the process in which one node automatically takes over the other’s storage so that
its data services are preserved. Giveback is the reverse process to resume normal operation. Takeover
can be planned (for example, when performing hardware maintenance or Data ONTAP upgrade on a
node) or unplanned, for example, for a node panic or hardware failure. During a takeover, NAS LIFs are
also automatically failed over. SAN LIFs do not fail over—hosts automatically use the direct path to the
LUNs. For more information on HA takeover and giveback, refer to the Clustered Data ONTAP 8.2 HighAvailability Configuration Guide because this functionality is not specific to MetroCluster.
Site switchover occurs when one site is offline or as a planned activity for sitewide maintenance. The
remaining site assumes ownership of the storage resources (disks and aggregates) of the offline cluster,
and the SVMs on the failed site are brought online and restarted on the disaster site. This preserves their
full identity for client and host access.

7.1

Failure Scenarios

Single Storage Path Failure
In this scenario, if components such as the HBA port, the network port, the front-end data switch port, or
an FC or Ethernet cable fails, that particular path to the storage device is marked as dead by the ESXi
host. If several paths are configured for the storage device by providing resiliency at the
HBA/network/switch port, ESXi ideally performs a path switchover. During this period, virtual machines
remain running without being affected, because availability to the storage is taken care of by providing
multiple paths to the storage device.
Note:

There is no change in MetroCluster behavior in this scenario, and all the datastores continue to
be intact from their respective sites.

Best Practice
In environments in which NFS/iSCSI volumes are used, NetApp recommends having at least two
network uplinks configured for the NFS vmkernel port in the standard vSwitch and the same at the
port group where the NFS vmkernel interface is mapped for the distributed vSwitch. NIC teaming can
be configured in either active-active or active-standby mode.
Also, for iSCSI LUNs, multipathing must be configured by binding the vmkernel interfaces to the iSCSI
network adapters. For more information, refer to the vSphere storage documentation.
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Best Practice
In environments in which Fibre Channel LUNs are used, NetApp recommends having at least two
HBAs, which guarantees resiliency at the HBA/port level. NetApp also recommends single initiator to
single target zoning as the best practice to configure zoning.
Virtual Storage Console (VSC) should be used to set multipathing policies because it sets policies for
all new and existing NetApp storage devices.

Single ESXi Host Failure
Figure 9) A single host failure.

In this scenario, if there is an ESXi host failure, the master node in the VMware HA cluster detects the
host failure since it no longer receives network heartbeats. To determine whether the host is really down
or only a network partition, the master node monitors the datastore heartbeats and, if they are absent, it
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performs a final check by pinging the management IP addresses of the failed host. If all these checks are
negative, then the master node declares this host a failed host and all the virtual machines that were
running on this failed host are rebooted on the surviving host in the cluster.
If DRS VM and host affinity rules have been configured (VMs in VM group sitea_vms should run hosts
in host group sitea_hosts), then the HA master first checks for available resources at site A. If there
are no available hosts at site A, the master attempts to restart the VMs on hosts at site B.
It is possible that the virtual machines will be started on the ESXi hosts at the other site if there is a
resource constraint in the local site. However, the defined DRS VM and host affinity rules will correct if
any rules are violated by migrating the virtual machines back to any surviving ESXi hosts in the local site.
In cases in which DRS is set to manual, NetApp recommends invoking DRS and applying the
recommendations to correct the virtual machine placement.
There is no change in the MetroCluster behavior in this scenario and all the datastores continue to be
intact from their respective sites.

ESXi Host Isolation
Figure 10) ESXi host isolation.

In this scenario, if the management network of the ESXi host is down, the master node in the HA cluster
does not receive any heartbeats, and thus this host becomes isolated in the network. To determine
whether it has failed or is only isolated, the master node starts monitoring the datastore heartbeat. If it is
present then the host is declared isolated by the master node. Depending on the isolation response
configured, the host can choose to power off, shut down the virtual machines, or even leave the virtual
machines powered on. The default interval for the isolation response is 30 seconds.
There is no change in the MetroCluster behavior in this scenario and all the datastores continue to be
intact from their respective sites.

Disk Shelf Failure
In this scenario, more than two disks fail or an entire shelf fails. Data is served from the surviving plex with
no interruption to data services. The disk failure could affect either a local or remote plex. The aggregates
show as in degraded mode because only one plex is active. Once the failed disks are replaced, the
affected aggregates automatically resync to rebuild the data. After resync, the aggregates return
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automatically to normal mirrored mode. If more than two disks within a single RAID group have failed,
then the plex has to be rebuilt from scratch.
Figure 11) A single disk shelf failure.

Note:

During this period, there is no impact on the virtual machine I/O operations, but there is degraded
performance because the data is being accessed from the remote disk shelf through ISL links.

Single Storage Controller Failure
In this scenario, one of the two storage controllers fails at one site. Because there is an HA pair at each
site, a failure of one node transparently and automatically triggers failover to the other node. For example,
if node A1 fails, its storage and workloads are automatically transferred to node A2. Virtual machines are
not affected because all plexes remain available. The second site nodes (B1 and B2) are unaffected. In
addition, vSphere HA does not take any action because the master node in the cluster still receives the
network heartbeats.
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Figure 12) A single node failure.

If the failover is part of a rolling disaster (node A1 fails over to A2) and there is a subsequent failure of A2
or the complete failure of site A, switchover following a disaster can occur at site B.

Interswitch Link Failures
Interswitch Link Failure at Management Network
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Figure 13) Interswitch link failure at the management network.

In this scenario, if the ISL links at the front-end host management network fail, the ESXi hosts at site A
will not be able to communicate with ESXi hosts at site B. This will lead to a network partition because
ESXi hosts at a particular site will be unable to send the network heartbeats to the master node in the HA
cluster. As such, there will be two network segments because of partition and there will be a master node
in each segment that will protect VMs from host failures within the particular site.
Note:

During this period, the virtual machines remain running and there is no change in the
MetroCluster behavior in this scenario. All the datastores continue to be intact from their
respective sites.

Interswitch Link Failure at Storage Network
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Figure 14) Interswitch link failure at the storage network.

In this scenario, if the ISL links at the back-end storage network fail, the hosts at site A lose access to the
storage volumes or LUNs of cluster B at site B, and vice versa. The VMware DRS rules are defined so
that host-storage site affinity facilitates the virtual machines to run without impact within the site.
During this period, the virtual machines remain running in their respective sites and there is no change in
the MetroCluster behavior in this scenario. All the datastores continue to be intact from their respective
sites.
If for some reason the affinity rule was violated (for example, VM1, which was supposed to run from site A
where its disks reside on local cluster A nodes, is running on a host at site B), the virtual machine’s disk
will be remotely accessed through ISL links. Because of ISL link failure, VM1 running at site B would not
be able to write to its disks because the paths to the storage volume are down and that particular virtual
machine is down. In these situations, VMware HA does not take any action because the hosts actively
send heartbeats. Those virtual machines need to be manually powered off and powered on in their
respective sites. Figure 15 illustrates a VM violating a DRS affinity rule.
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Figure 15) A VM violating a DRS affinity rule is unable to write to disks after ISL failure.

All Interswitch Failure or Complete Data Center Partition
In this scenario, all the ISL links between the sites are down and both the sites are isolated from each
other. As discussed in earlier scenarios, such as ISL failure at the management network and at the
storage network, the virtual machines are not affected in complete ISL failure.
After ESXi hosts are partitioned between sites, the vSphere HA agent checks for datastore heartbeats
and, in each site, the local ESXi hosts can update the datastore heartbeats to their respective read-write
volume/LUN. Hosts in site A assume that the other ESXi hosts at site B have failed because there are no
network/datastore heartbeats. vSphere HA at site A tries to restart the virtual machines of site B, which
eventually fail because the datastores of site B are not accessible because of storage ISL failure. A
similar situation is repeated in site B.
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Figure 16) All ISL failure or complete data center partition.

NetApp recommends determining if any virtual machine has violated the DRS rules. Any virtual machines
running from a remote site will be down because they will not be able to access the datastore, and
vSphere HA will restart that virtual machine on the local site. After the ISL links are back online, the virtual
machine that was running in the remote site is killed, because two instances of virtual machines cannot
run with the same MAC addresses.
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Figure 17) A data center partition where VM1 violated a DRS affinity rule.

Interswitch Link Failure on Both Fabrics in NetApp MetroCluster
In a scenario in which one or more ISLs fails, traffic continues through the remaining links. If all ISLs on
both fabrics fail, such that there is no link between the sites for storage and NVRAM replication, each
controller continues to serve its local data. On restoration of a minimum of one ISL, resynchronization of
all the plexes takes place automatically.
Any writes occurring after all ISLs are down are not mirrored to the other site. A switchover on disaster
while the configuration is in this state therefore incurs loss of the data that was not synchronized. In this
case, manual intervention is required for recovery after the switchover. If it is likely that no ISLs will be
available for an extended period of time, an administrator can choose to shut down all data services to
avoid the risk of data loss if a switchover on disaster is necessary. Performing this action should be
weighed against the likelihood of a disaster requiring switchover before at least one ISL becomes
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available. Alternatively, if ISLs are failing in a cascading scenario, an administrator can trigger a planned
switchover to one of the sites before all the links fail.
Figure 18) Interswitch link failure on both fabrics in NetApp MetroCluster.

Peered Cluster Link Failure
In a peered cluster link failure scenario, because the fabric ISLs are still active, data services (reads and
writes) continue at both sites to both plexes. Any cluster configuration changes (for example, adding a
new SVM or provisioning a volume or LUN in an existing SVM) cannot be propagated to the other site.
These are kept in the local CRS metadata volumes and automatically propagated to the other cluster
upon restoration of the peered cluster link. If a forced switchover is necessary before the peered cluster
link can be restored, outstanding cluster configuration changes will be replayed automatically from the
remote replicated copy of the metadata volumes at the surviving site as part of the switchover process.
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Figure 19) A peered cluster link failure.

Complete Site Failure
In a complete site A failure scenario, the ESXi hosts at site B do not get the network heartbeat from the
ESXi hosts at site A because they are down. The HA master at site B verifies that the datastore
heartbeats are not present, declares the hosts at site A to be failed, and tries to restart the site A virtual
machines in site B. During this period, the storage administrator performs a switchover to resume
services of the failed nodes on the surviving site, which restores all the storage services of site A at site
B. After the site A volumes or LUNs are available at site B, the HA master agent will attempt to restart the
site A virtual machines in site B.
If the vSphere HA master agent’s attempt to restart a VM (which involves registering it and powering it on)
fails, the restart is retried after a delay. The delay between restarts can be configured to up to a maximum
of 30 minutes. vSphere HA attempts these restarts for a maximum number of attempts (six attempts by
default).
Note:

The HA master does not begin the restart attempts until the placement manager finds suitable
storage. In the case of a complete site failure, that is after the switchover has been performed.

If site A has been switched over, a subsequent failure of one of the surviving site B nodes can be
seamlessly handled by failover to the surviving node. In this case, the work of four nodes is then
performed by only one node. Recovery in this case would consist of performing a giveback to the local
node. Then, when site A is restored, a switchback operation is performed to restore steady-state
operation of the configuration.
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Figure 20) Complete site failure.

Combination Tests (Failures That Affect Both Sites)
Table 2 lists the combination test 1: ESXi host server and storage controller failure across sites.
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Table 2) Combination test 1: ESXi host server and storage controller failure across sites.

Tests Performed

1.
2.

Power off all ESXi hosts at site A.
Power off one storage controller at site B.

Expected Results

 The surviving local plex at site B automatically takes over the powered-off
controller. The unaffected plex continues to serve data until the failing plex
is restored.
 All the VMs at site A are restarted on the surviving hosts at site B.

Actual Results

Actual results were in line with the expected behavior, and the tests passed
as expected.

MetroCluster Behavior

The partner controller in site 1 performs an automatic takeover.

VMware HA Behavior

VMs that were previously running in the failed hosts are automatically
powered on in the surviving nodes.

Table 3 lists the combination test 2: Disk shelf failure at both sites.
Table 3) Combination test 2: Disk shelf failure at both sites.

Tests Performed

1.
2.

Power off disk pool 0 at site A.
Power off disk pool 0 at site B.

Expected Results

 VMs do not detect any changes and continue to operate normally.
 VMs in DRS groups do not migrate.

Actual Results

Actual results were in line with the expected behavior, and the tests passed
as expected.

MetroCluster Behavior

No MetroCluster event. Data is served from the mirrored copy.

VMware HA Behavior

No HA event.

Impact on Data Availability

None.

Table 4 lists the combination test 3: Controller and disk shelf failure.
Table 4) Combination test 3: Controller and disk shelf failure.

Tests Performed

1.
2.

Power off storage controller at site A.
Power off disk pool 0 at site B.

Expected Results

 VMs do not detect any changes and continue to operate normally.
 VMs in DRS groups do not migrate.

Actual Results

Actual results were in line with the expected behavior, and the tests passed
as expected.

MetroCluster Behavior

The surviving storage controller performs automatic takeover.

VMware HA Behavior

No HA event.

Impact on Data Availability

None.

8 Conclusion
Planning a robust HA infrastructure solution for virtual data center environments hosting mission-critical
applications is of the utmost importance. As more business-critical solutions are hosted in virtualized data
centers, there is increased emphasis on improving the robustness of the infrastructure. In this report we
introduce a consolidated solution for implementing the NetApp MetroCluster with VMware vSphere HA
solution, a best-in-class business continuity enterprise solution.
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This solution presents a unified approach to handling the critical business requirement for continuous
service availability, and it provides the capability to meet varying customer requirements for RPOs and
RTOs. This solution works across the domains of planned and unplanned outages and elaborates upon
use case–based implementations covering all the disruption scenarios. A key benefit of this solution is the
tight integration between VMware and NetApp HA and FT features. This integration simplifies the
implementation and maintenance of this disaster recovery solution without compromising on its agility,
robustness, or cost effectiveness.

9 Additional Resources


NetApp MetroCluster Product Documentation
http://mysupport.netapp.com/documentation/productlibrary/index.html?productID=30022



TR-4375: MetroCluster for Data ONTAP Version 8.3 Overview and Best Practices
http://www.netapp.com/us/media/tr-4375.pdf



TR-3982: Introduction to Clustered Data ONTAP
http://www.netapp.com/us/media/tr-3982.pdf



NetApp Interoperability Matrix
http://mysupport.netapp.com/matrix/
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